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Abstract
Background: Neuropathy�and�neuro-inflammation�drive�the�severe�pain�and�disease�
progression� in� human� chronic� pancreatitis� and� pancreatic� cancer.�Mice,� especially�
genetically�induced-mouse�models,�have�been�increasingly�utilized�in�mechanistic�re-
search on pancreatic neuropathy, but the normal “peripheral neurobiology” of the 
mouse pancreas has not yet been critically compared to human pancreas.
Methods: We�introduced�a�standardized�tissue-harvesting�technique�that�preserves�
the anatomic orientation of the mouse pancreas and allows complete sectioning in an 
anterior�to�posterior�fashion.�We�applied�immunohistochemistry�and�quantitative�col-
orimetry�of�all�nerves�from�the�whole�organ�for�studying�pancreatic�neuro-anatomy.
Key Results: Nerves in the mouse pancreas appeared as “clusters” of nerve trunks in 
contrast to singly distributed nerve trunks in the human pancreas. Nerve trunks in 
the mouse pancreas were exclusively found around intrapancreatic blood vessels, and 
around lymphoid structures.�The�majority�of�nerve�trunks�were�located�in�the�pancre-
atic�head�(0.15�±�0.08%�of�tissue�area)�and�the�anterior/front�surface�of�the�corpus/
body�(0.17�±�0.27%),�thus�significantly�more�than�in�the�tail�(0.02�±�0.02%,�P�=�.006).�
Nerves in the tail included a higher proportion of nociceptive fibers, but the absolute 
majority,�ie,�ca.�70%,�of�all�nociceptive�fibers,�were�localized�in�the�head.�Mice�het-
erozygous�for�Bdnf�knockout�allele�(Bdnf+/−)�exhibited�enrichment�of�nitrergic�nerve�
fibers specifically in the head and corpus.
Conclusions & Inferences: Neuro-anatomy�of�the�“mesenteric�type”�mouse�pancreas�
is highly different from the “compact” human pancreas. Studies that aim at reproduc-
ing�human�pancreatic�neuro-phenomena�in�mouse�models�should�pay�diligent�atten-
tion to these anatomic differences.
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1  | INTRODUC TION

Pancreatic�cancer�(PCa)�and�chronic�pancreatitis�(CP)�are�character-
ized�by�prominent�alterations�of�intrapancreatic�nerves�like�nerve�
hypertrophy,�neuro-inflammation,� and�neural� invasion,�which�are�
now to give rise to severe neuropathic abdominal pain.1-3�Mouse�
models, particularly genetically induced mouse models, have been 
recently and increasingly introduced into the study of these neu-
ropathic alterations.4-6� However,� these� studies� do� not� yet� seem�
to take into account sufficiently the anatomic differences in the 
innervation of the mouse pancreas vs human pancreas. Indeed, 
human�pancreas�is�a�compact�solid�organ,�which�is�localized�in�the�
retroperitoneum.7� Conversely,�mouse� pancreas� is� a� “mesenteric”�
type pancreas, which is not as compact and rather scattered in the 
adjacent�small�intestinal�mesentery�and�is�thus�localized�intraperi-
toneally.7 For correct comparison and reporting of nerve altera-
tions in mouse models and for purposes of simulating and studying 
human�disease,� it� is� imperative� to�know� the� localization�and�dis-
tribution of nerves in the mouse pancreas. Importantly, to date, 
despite some studies that compared the ganglia and the fine nerve 
fiber distribution,8,9 there has been no study that investigated the 
differences in the nerve trunk anatomy between the mouse and 
the human pancreas.

In the present study, we performed a systematic morphological 
analysis of the nerves in correlation with their location in the pan-
creas.�Here,�we�show�that�mouse�pancreatic�nerve�trunks�are�solely�
located around peripancreatic lymphoid structures and around vas-
cular complexes. Furthermore, we reveal a greater density of nerves 
in�the�head�and�anterior�body�(corpus)�of�the�mouse�pancreas,�when�
compared�to�the�remainder�of� the�organ.�Among�pain-transmitting�
nerve fiber subtypes, we show that the distribution of nerves which 
contain�pain-related�neuropeptides�like�substance�P�(SP),�CGRP,�va-
soactive� intestinal� peptide� (VIP),� or� NOS,� does� not� vary� between�
different regions of the mouse pancreas and that they constitute 
around� 10%� percent� of� the� total� innervation.� Overall,� our� study�
provides a reference for studying the mouse pancreatic innervation 
within the frame of morphological, anatomic, mechanistic, or neuro-
chemical code studies.

2  | METHODS

2.1 | Systematic tissue harvesting and analysis

Methods�of� tissue�harvesting�can�be�deciding� for� the�subsequent�
analysis�of�structures� in� the�same�tissue.�Therefore,� in� this�study,�
we�applied�a�standardized�harvesting�method�for�complete�embed-
ding�of� the�mouse�pancreas�with� the�adjacent�organs.� In�8-week-
old�C57BL/6J�mice,�we�performed�a�median� laparotomy�and� first�
grabbed the stomach and transected it distal to the pylorus. We 
then held the spleen and freed it from its retroperitoneal attach-
ments. We then held the freed duodenum and the spleen, so that 
the pancreatic corpus was the only remaining part of the pancreas 

attached� to�mesentery� of� the� small� intestine.�Here,� the� pancreas�
could be bluntly separated away from the mesentery under a 
stereomicroscope to definitely avoid collection of any mesentery 
structures. For the dorsal attachments, we also verified under a 
stereomicroscope the exclusion of any retropancreatic structures 
like lymph nodes.

The� resected� mouse� pancreas-duodenum-spleen� bloc� was�
immediately� fixed� in� 4%� paraformaldehyde� followed� by� paraffin�
embedding, as described previously.1� The�paraffin� embedding�of�
the pancreas was performed by strictly adhering to its normal 
anatomic� location� (Figure�1A-C).�Thus,�we�were�able� to�preserve�
the�anatomic�orientation�and�subsequently�performed�a�complete�
front to back, that is, anterior to posterior sectioning of the organ. 
This�way,�we�generated�around�400�slides�from�a�single�pancreas,�
where� every� 5th� slide� was� immunostained� with� pan-neuronal�
markers�such�as�S100�or�PGP�9.5�(Figure�1A-C).�Hematoxylin�was�
used�as�counterstain.�Depending�on�the�size�of�the�nerve�trunks,�to�
ensure�best�visualization�and�quantification,�the�photomicrographs�
were taken at 10×, 20×, or 40× magnification. Scale bars were in-
tegrated�on�all�images�during�image�acquisition.�The�human�normal�
pancreas� sections�were�obtained� from�healthy�organ�donors� (six�
male,�four�female)�whose�pancreas�was�not�allocated,�as�reported�
previously.10,11

2.2 | Immunohistochemistry (IHC) & 
quantification of neuro-immunoreactivity

Consecutive�3�µm�sections�from�the�paraffin-embedded�mouse�duo-
denum-pancreas-spleen�blocs�were�analyzed�for�the�immunoreactiv-
ity�of�each�nerve�for�the�pan-neural�markers�protein-gene-product�
9.5� (PGP9.5)� and�S100,�and� for�SP,� calcitonin-gene-related-peptide�
(CGRP),�VIP,�and�neuronal�nitric�oxide�synthase�(nNOS).�Each�nerve�
on every immunostained section was photomicrographed with the 
Keyence�BioRevo�BZ-9000�system�(Neu-Isenburg)�and�measured�for�
the percent proportion of the immunostained nerve area by using 
the� “Threshold� function”� of� the� ImageJ� software� on� 8-bit� images�

Key Points

•� Genetically� engineered� mice� are� increasingly� used� to�
study neuropathy and neural invasion due to pancreatic 
cancer.� However,� neuro-anatomy� of� mouse� pancreas�
has not yet been critically compared to human pancreas.

•� Here,�we�show�that�nerve�trunks�in�the�mouse�pancreas�
were exclusively located around intrapancreatic lym-
phoid structure and vessels, and the density of nerve 
trunks and particularly of sensory nerves was highest in 
the pancreatic head.

•� The�present� study�will� serve�as�a� reference� for�mouse�
pancreatic nerve trunk anatomy.
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(Wayne�Rasband;�NIH,�version�1.44),�as�described�previously.11�The�
average percent stained area of all nerves on all sections was termed 
“%immunoreactivity� per� nerve”.� The� applied� antibodies� are� shown�
on�Table�1.

2.3 | Wild-type and knockout mice

Male� C57BL/6J� and� B6.129S4-Bdnftm1Jae/J� mouse� strain� was�
also� purchased� from� the� Jackson� Laboratory� (herein� termed�
“Bdnf�±�mice”).�The�mice�were�sacrificed�at�the�age�of�8�weeks�for�
histological� analysis.� All� animals�were� housed� for� at� least� 1�week�
prior to experimental use in micro isolators under specific patho-
gen-free�conditions,�according�to�Federation�of�Laboratory�Animal�
Science�Associations�and�institutional�recommendations.

2.4 | Study approval

The�study�was�approved�by�the�ethics�committee�of�the�Technical�
University�of�Munich,�Germany�(Approval-Nr:�550/16s).�The�breed-
ing� of� the� animals� was� approved� by� the� Government� of� Upper�
Bavaria�(Approval�Nr�55.2-1-54-2532-223-2015).

2.5 | Statistics

Results�are�expressed�as�mean�±�standard�deviation�(SD).�Only�two-
group analyses were performed, which were carried out using the 
unpaired t�test.�All�tests�were�two-sided,�and�a�P value of <.05 was 
considered to indicate statistical significance.

F I G U R E  1   Systematic harvesting 
and�whole-tissue�embedding�of�the�
mouse�pancreas.�A,B,�To�ensure�analysis�
of the complete organ and to preserve 
the anatomic orientation of the mouse 
pancreas�(n�=�5),�we�explanted�the�
mouse pancreas en bloc together with 
the adjacent duodenum and spleen, 
and strictly avoided collection of the 
neighbouring�mesentery.�C,�The�paraffin-
embedded�whole�duodenum-pancreas-
spleen bloc was completely sectioned in 
an�antero-posterior�fashion.�D,�Mouse�
intrapancreatic nerves were nearly solely 
found�in�two�niches,�ie�(a)�the�perivascular�
regions,�and�(b)�the�perilymphoid�areas.�
The�remaining�regions,�including�the�
intrapancreatic septae, did not include 
nerves, which is in contrast with human 
pancreas
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3  | RESULTS

3.1 | Nerve trunks in the mouse pancreas are 
exclusively localized in perilymphoid and perivascular 
niches

Due to the widespread application of mouse models in the study 
of pancreatic diseases, it is becoming increasingly important to 
correctly understand the anatomy of the mouse pancreas. For this 
purpose, we systematically investigated the mouse intrapancre-
atic nerve anatomy and first performed a complete harvesting and 
paraffin embedding of the pancreas, strictly adhering to its nor-
mal� anatomic� location� (Figure� 1A-C).� This�way,�we�were� able� to�
preserve�the�anatomic�orientation�and�subsequently�performed�a�
complete front to back, that is, anterior to posterior sectioning of 
the�organ.�This�way,�we�generated�around�400�slides�from�a�sin-
gle�pancreas,�where�every�5th�slide�was�immunostained�with�pan-
neuronal�markers� such� as� S100� or� PGP�9.5� (Figure� 1A-C).�Here,�
it� is� important� to� consider� that� PGP9.5� antibodies� tend� to� stain�
pancreatic�islets�as�well,�which�need�to�be�excluded�from�quantita-
tive�analyses�(Figure�S1).�

As�we�were�able�to�preserve�the�natural�location�of�the�pancreas�
between�the�duodenum�and�the�spleen�(Figure�1).�We�first�looked�
at�the�localization�of�nerves�in�the�mouse�pancreas.�Here,�we�no-
ticed that intrapancreatic nerve trunks in the mouse pancreas were 
almost�exclusively�localized�in�two�major�locations:�First,�numerous�
small to large diameter nerve trunks were found around intrapan-
creatic�blood�vessels�(Figure�1D).�Second,�in�addition�to�these�para-
vascular� nerves,� nerves�were� unequivocally� encountered� around�
intrapancreatic� round� lymphoid,� lymph-node� like� structures�
(Figure�1D).�This�second�class�of�nerves�exhibited�obvious�proxim-
ity to the capsule of these lymphoid clusters, whereas there was 
no visible penetration of these nerves into these lymphoid struc-
tures.�Beyond�these�two�specialized�locations,�we�hardly�identified�
nerve�trunks�in�the�interlobular�connecting�tissue�bridges�(septae),�

which is the most common location of nerves in the human pan-
creas�(Human:�82.7�±�18.0%�of�all�nerves�localized�in�interlobular�
septae,�without�adjacent�vessels,�vs.�mouse:�5.9�±�7.8%,�P < .0001, 
Figure�2A,B).

When looking closely at the morphology of these nerves, there 
was also a major difference between mouse and human pancre-
atic� nerves.� Mouse� intrapancreatic� nerves� appeared� in� clusters�
composed�out�of�5�to�10�small-to-large�nerve�trunks�(Figures�1D�
and�2A),�which,�as�mentioned,�appeared�around�these�specialized�
locations.�This� is� in� contrast�with�human� intrapancreatic�nerves,�
which normally appear as singular, unclustered, nerve trunks that 
are readily present in the normal parenchyma, between acinar 
cells�(Figure�2A).

3.2 | The majority of nerve trunks are in the head and 
anterior corpus region of the mouse pancreas

With the help of the anatomic embedding and sectioning method 
we�applied,�we� first� looked�at� the�quantitative� innervation�of� the�
mouse� pancreas� (Figure� 2C,D).� Here,� we� detected� a� prominently�
greater�nerve�area�(0.15�±�0.08%�of�the�tissue�area)�and�nerve�den-
sity�(2.02�±�0.77�nerves�per�tissue�area)�in�the�head�of�the�pancreas�
when�compared�to�the�tail�(area:�0.02�±�0.02%,�density:�0.17�±�0.08,�
Figure�2C,D).�The�corpus�exhibited�an�intermediate�nerve�area�and�
density�(area:�0.11�±�0.14%,�density:�1.34�±�1.46,�Figure�2C,D).�We�
then compared the total nerve area in the anterior vs posterior re-
gions�of�the�pancreas.�Here,�we�found�a�significantly�greater�nerve�
area�in�the�anterior�(0.14�±�0.08%)�and�posterior�head�(0.16�±�0.09%),�
and� anterior� corpus� (0.17� ±� 0.27%),� when� compared� to� posterior�
corpus�(0.07�±�0.04%),�anterior�tail�(0.01�±�0.01%),�or�posterior�tail�
(0.02�±�0.01%,�Figure�2E).�Thus,�these�findings�suggested�that�the�
majority of nerves were located toward the anterior parts of the 
right-sided pancreas, which has many implications for comparative 
studies of innervation in mouse models of pancreatic disease.

Antibody Species Type Dilution Source

PGP9.5 Mouse Monoclonal 1:2000 DAKO,�Hamburg,�
Germany

S100 Mouse Monoclonal 1:150 Merck�Millipore,�
Darmstadt, 
Germany

CGRP Rabbit Polyclonal 1:200�(IHC) Merck�Millipore,�
Darmstadt, 
Germany

Substance�P Mouse Monoclonal 1:150�(IHC) Santa�Cruz,�Dallas,�
TX,�USA

VIP Rabbit Polyclonal 1:500�(IHC) Sigma-Aldrich,�St.�
Louis,�MO,�USA

nNOS Rabbit Polyclonal 1:500�(IHC) Cell�Signaling,�
Cambridge,�UK

Abbreviation:�IHC,�immunohistochemistry.

TA B L E  1  Primary�antibodies
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3.3 | Most nociceptive fibers are in the head of the 
mouse pancreas

In the next step, we placed our focus on the distribution of the no-
ciceptive nerve fibers, since pain represents the cardinal and most 
severe� symptom�of� exocrine� pancreatic� diseases� like� PCa� and�CP.�
Here,�we� first� looked� at� the� amount� of� SP+� or� CGRP+� nerve� fib-
ers within nerve trunks in the head, corpus, and tail of the mouse 
pancreas� (Figure�3A).�Here,�we�found�a�remarkably�higher�propor-
tion�of�SP+�(68.9�±�19.4%)�or�CGRP+�(71.2�±�21.2%)�nerve�fibers�in�
nerve trunks in the pancreatic head when compared to the corpus 

(SP:�20.2�±�12.7%,�CGRP:�23.2�±�21.1%)�or� tail� (SP:�11.0�±�10.0%,�
CGRP:�5.6�±�4.8%)�regions�of�the�pancreas�(Figure�3B).�This�observa-
tion�held�true�for�the�total�proportion�of�SP+�or�CGRP+�fibers�within�
the�total�nerve�area� (Figure�3B).�However,�when�we� looked�at� the�
average proportion of such nerve fibers per individual nerve trunk, 
we�again�detected�a�greater�proportion�SP+�fibers�in�the�head�when�
compared� to� corpus� (SP-head:� 9.1� ±� 2.6%,� SP-corpus:� 7.8� ±� 1.6%,�
SP-tail:�9.6�±�6.1%,�Figure�3C).�Interestingly,�the�amount�of�CGRP+�
nerve fibers per nerve also tended to be greater in the pancreatic 
tail� (CGRP-head:�8.5�±�2.4%,�CGRP-corpus:�9.6�±�3.6%,�CGRP-tail:�
10.8�±�5.9%,�Figure�3C).�These�observations�suggested�on�the�one�

F I G U R E  2   Distribution of nerve trunks 
in�the�mouse�pancreas.�A-B,�PGP9.5�or�
S100�were�used�as�pan-neural�markers.�
Intrapancreatic nerve trunks in the mouse 
pancreas�appear�as�small-to-large�caliber�
clusters of several nerves at one of the 
above mentioned two particular locations. 
In contrast, human pancreas contains 
several singular nerve trunks within the 
normal parenchyma, between the acinar 
cells.�C-D,�Comparison�of�the�nerve�area�
and nerve density in the head, corpus, and 
tail�of�the�mouse�pancreas.�E,�Analysis�of�
the differences in the nerve area at the 
anterior�(A)�vs�posterior�(P)�surfaces�of�
the head, corpus, and tail of the mouse 
pancreas. Unpaired t test
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hand�that�the�proportion�of�SP+�or�CGRP+�nerve�fibers�varies�be-
tween�ca.�6%-10%�of�all�nerve�fibers�per�nerve.�Moreover,�although�
the majority of nociceptive nerve fibers were in the mouse pancre-
atic head, the ones in the pancreatic tail tended to have on average a 
higher�proportion�of�CGRP+�nerve�fibers.

3.4 | Loss of Bdnf alters the nitrergic, but not the 
VIPergic, innervation of the mouse pancreatic 
head and corpus

In� the� final� part,� we� looked� at� the� amount� of� VIP+� or� nitrergic,�
that� is,� nNOS-containing� nerve� fibers� in� the� normal� mouse� pan-
creas� (Figure�4A)�and�compared� these�amounts� to�mice� that�were�
heterozygously� knocked� out� for� brain-derived� neurotrophic� fac-
tor� (BDNF,�here� termed� the�Bdnf+/−�mice),� since�homozygous�Bdnf 
−/− mice are hardly alive until the adult age.12 We recently reported 
that the amount of nitrergic fibers in the mouse pancreas is higher in 

the Bdnf+/− mice.10�Furthermore,�BDNF�was�previously�reported�to�
control�the�expression�of�the�neuropeptides�SP,13,14�CGRP,15�VIP,16 
and nNOS17,18 in various neuronal subclasses. In the present study, 
we�found�that�the�total�amount�of�the�VIPergic�nerve�fibers�did�not�
change in the nerves of Bdnf+/− pancreas when compared to wildtype 
(WT)�mice� (8.6�±�0.9%�vs�7.8�±�1.0%,�Figure�4B).�When�we�had�a�
closer�look�at�the�anatomic�localization�of�these�VIPergic�fibers,�we�
found� that� they�were� rather� equally� present� in� the� nerves� of� the�
pancreatic�head,�corpus�and�tail�(VIP-head:�8.5�±�1.1%,�VIP-corpus:�
8.4�±�0.8%,�VIP-tail:�7.5�±�2.9%,�Figure�4C).�In�the�Bdnf+/− mice, the 
VIP�content�of�pancreatic�nerves�was�also�homogeneous�between�
the�three�different�regions�of�the�pancreas� (VIP-head:�8.2�±�2.0%,�
VIP-corpus:�8.7�±�1.5%,�VIP-tail:�7.8�±�1.9%,�Figure�4C).

When�we�analyzed� the�distribution�of�nitrergic� fibers�depend-
ing on the location in the pancreas, we found a strong tendency 
to enrichment of such fibers in the head and corpus, but not in the 
tail, of the Bdnf+/−�pancreas�(nNOS-head:�7.5�±�3.3%,�nNOS-corpus:�
7.3�±�3.3%,�nNOS-tail:�5.5�±�3.0%,�Figure�4D),�when�compared�to�WT�

F I G U R E  3  Analysis�of�the�nociceptive�
(substance�P�[SP]�and�calcitonin-gene-
related-peptide�[CGRP]-containing)�nerve�
fiber distribution in the mouse pancreas. 
A,�All�nerve�trunks�were�identified�with�
the�help�of�a�consecutive,�PGP9.5-
immunostained�section.�The�proportion�of�
SP-�or�CGRP-immunostained�area�in�each�
nerve was proportioned to the total area 
of�each�nerve.�B,�Comparison�of�the�total�
area�of�the�SP+�or�CGRP+�nerve�fibers�in�
the head, corpus, and tail of the mouse 
pancreas.�C,�Comparison�of�average�
portion�of�SP+�or�CGRP+�nerve�fibers�per�
nerve in the head, corpus, and tail of the 
mouse pancreas. Unpaired t test
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mouse�pancreas�(nNOS-head:�5.2�±�2.7%,�nNOS-corpus:�5.5�±�3.0%,�
nNOS-tail:�5.2�±�2.0%,�Figure�4D).�These�results�suggested�that�the�
increase of the nitrergic innervation in Bdnf+/− pancreas that we pre-
viously reported is encountered in the head and corpus regions.10

4  | DISCUSSION

Pancreatic�diseases�like�PCa�and�CP�exhibit�remarkable�neuroplas-
tic changes that are closely linked to disease progression and pain 
status.3,19,20 Understanding of the mechanism behind these prog-
nostically relevant nerve alterations is highly dependent on the appli-
cation�and�choice�of�the�correct�models.�Mouse�models,�particularly�
genetically engineered ones, have recently been increasingly applied 
for�deciphering�the�mechanisms�behind�nerve-cancer-inflammation�

interactions in the pancreas.5,21-25�The�present�study�aimed�at�pro-
viding a systematic analysis of the anatomic distribution of nerve 
trunks and selected nociceptive nerve fiber classes in the mouse 
pancreas.� Here,� we� report� a� significantly� stronger� innervation� of�
the mouse pancreatic head and corpus when compared to the tail, 
and� a� significant� enrichment� of� nociceptive,� pain-transmitting� fib-
ers particularly in the pancreatic head. Furthermore, there seem to 
be differences in the amount of nerves and nerve fibers depending 
on�the�anterior�vs�posterior�surfaces�of�the�mouse�pancreas.�These�
observations�therefore�have�deciding�implications�for�all�the�neuro-
anatomic�studies�that�analyze�nerves�in�the�mouse�pancreas�under�
different disease conditions.5,21-25

In the human pancreas, the sympathetic efferent fibers 
are known to travel through splanchnic nerves to form syn-
apses within the prevertebral sympathetic ganglia and the 

F I G U R E  4  Analysis�of�the�VIPergic�and�
nNOS-containing/nitrergic�nerve�fiber�
distribution�in�the�mouse�pancreas.�A,�All�
nerve trunks were identified with the help 
of�a�consecutive,�PGP9.5-immunostained�
section.�The�proportion�of�VIP-�or�BDNF-
immunostained area in each nerve was 
proportioned to the total area of each 
nerve.�B,�Comparison�of�average�portion�
of�VIP+�nerve�fibers�per�nerve�in�the�head,�
corpus,�and�tail�of�the�wildtype�(WT)�or�
Bdnf+/−mouse�pancreas.�C-D,�Comparison�
of�the�total�area�of�the�VIP+�or�nNOS+�
nerve fibers in the head, corpus, and tail 
of�the�pancreas�in�WT�vs�Bdnf+/− mice 
(n�=�5�each).�Unpaired�t test
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intrapancreatic sympathetic ganglia.26,27� These� fibers� project�
from the prevertebral ganglia and enter the pancreas either 
within mixed autonomic nerves or directly.28 Furthermore, in 
humans, the body and the tail of the pancreas are known to be 
innervated from nerves fibers that arise from the celiac plexus 
and enter the pancreas along the branches of the splenic archery 
and the transverse pancreatic artery.26 On the other hand, the 
pancreatic head receives the majority of the nerve fibers from 
the nerve plexus along the hepatic artery, the portal vein, and the 
inferior pancreaticoduodenal artery.29-31� Thus,� the� entrance� of�
nerves�along�neurovascular�stalks� is�a�well-known�phenomenon�
from�the�human�pancreas.�The�only�other�study�that�analyzed�the�
anatomy of mouse pancreas previously reported that the distri-
bution of sympathetic nerve fibers in the mouse pancreas is more 
homogenous between the three different parts of the pancreas 
when compared to human pancreas.32�However,�our�study�clearly�
showed that there is a concentration of nerves in the pancreatic 
head�and�corpus,�when�compared�to�the�tail.�Considering�the�ad-
ditional difference between the anterior and posterior surface of 
the pancreas particularly in the corpus region, we underline that 
any analysis of pancreatic innervation in mouse models should 
pay strong attention anatomic region of tissue collection. We pro-
pose that due to lack of any significant difference between the 
anterior and posterior part, the choice of the pancreatic head for 
analysis may be more accurate for the purpose of comparison.

Another� key� finding� of� our� study� is� the� specific� localization�
of intrapancreatic nerves around two major sites in the mouse 
pancreas.� The� first� site;� that� is,� the� perivascular� area,� probably�
corresponds to the intrapancreatic continuation of the neuro-
vascular stalks that are derived from the extrapancreatic, retro-
peritoneal� regions.� The� second� localization,� that� is,� the� vicinity�
of� lymph-node� like� modular� structures,� is� a� novel� finding� that�
deserves�attention.�Lymphoid�cells� and� immune�cells� are�known�
to be regulated in their activity and differentiation by neural sig-
nals.33,34�The�close�anatomic� relationship� that�we�hereby� report�
for the first time maybe an indicator of such in your writing me on 
a regulation in the pancreas. When one considers the extremely 
high�frequency�of�neuritis�as�neuro-inflammation�in�human�CP�and�

PCa,1,35 it is imaginable that the proximity of nerves to lymphoid 
cell conglomerates may be an anatomic factor that predisposes to 
intrapancreatic�neuro-inflammation.

It should also be underlined that the lymphoid structures 
that we detected in the present study are strictly intrapancre-
atic structures, as, due to the complete serial sectioning of the 
pancreas in a defined direction, we were able to exclude any 
structures that were not surrounded by pancreatic parenchyma. 
All� the� lymphoid� structures� that�were�encircled�by� intrapancre-
atic� nerves�were� also� localized�within� the� pancreas.� A� possible�
explanation for this phenomenon, but also for all the differences 
in the innervation of the mouse pancreas when compared to the 
human�pancreas,� lies� in� the�differences� in� their� intra-abdominal�
location. Indeed, human pancreas is a “compact, dense type” 
pancreas�that�is�located�in�the�retroperitoneum.�Conversely,�the�
mouse�pancreas�is�a�so-called�“mesenteric�type”�pancreas,�which�
is�quite�diffusely�distributed�and�embedded�in�the�attached�small�
intestine�mesentery�and�that�has�an�intraperitoneal�localization.7 
Due to this basic difference in the anatomy of human vs mouse 
pancreas,�it�is�estimated�the�mouse�pancreas�has�a�similar�lymph-
node drainage as the small intestine, which carries multiple lymph 
nodes in its mesentery.

The�differences�in�the�anatomic�localization�of�nerves�between�the�
different regions of the pancreas are more prominent for nociceptive 
nerve fibers. So far, a definitive or deciding role for classical nocicep-
tive�neuropeptides�like�SP�and�CGRP,�for�example,�CP-associated�pain�
has not yet been shown; in fact, we could recently provide evidence 
for the lack of a role for these neuropeptides in the promotion of 
human�CP-associated�pain.10�Still,�the�levels�of�the�SP�receptors�neu-
rokinin-1�and�neurokinin-2�receptor,36�and�CGRP� levels� in� the� intra-
thecal space have been found to associate with pain in human and 
rat�CP.37�Based�on�our�results,�it�seems�that�the�majority�of�SP-�and�
CGRP-containing� nerve� fibers� are� located� in� the� pancreatic� head.�
From human studies, it is known that the highest density of nerves is 
detectable in the pancreatic head, which is assumed to represent one 
of the reasons for the effectiveness of pancreatic head resection for 
relieving�CP-�or�PCa�associated�pain.3,38�Thus,�analyzing�and�targeting�
the pancreatic head in mouse models may yield similarly relevant clues 

Features of nerve trunks Mouse pancreas Human pancreas

Localization�of�nerve�trunks 1.�Perivascular
2.�Perilymphoid
3. Not in the 

intralobular 
septae

Rather arbitrary 
distribution, including 
intralobular septae

Highest�density�of�nerve�trunks In the head and 
anterior corpus

In the head29,31

Highest�total�amount�of�SP+�or�CGRP+�
fibers in nerve trunks

In the head Not known

Highest�proportion�of�SP+�nerve�trunks In the head and tail Not known

Highest�proportion�of�CGRP+�nerve�
trunks

In the tail Not known

Highest�proportion�of�VIP+�nerve�trunks Homogeneous Not known

TA B L E  2  The�differences�and�
similarities in the nerve trunk distribution 
and content of mouse vs. human pancreas 
as detected by the current study
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for�pancreas-associated�pain�generation�in�human�disease.�In�our�view,�
researchers should increasingly evaluate the use of animals other than 
mice for the study of neuropathy and innervation in pancreatitis and 
cancer. Indeed, a similarly “compact” type pancreas is, for example, 
encountered in pigs, and porcine genetic models of pancreatic disease 
are currently developed with the aim of improved translation.39

Anatomic� considerations�do� seem� to�be�of� strong� importance�
for� studying� pain� in� pancreatic� diseases.� In� human� CP� of�Middle�
European patients, there is a prominently higher prevalence of 
inflammatory tumor formation in the pancreatic head, when com-
pared�to�American�patients�who�exhibit�a�rather�diffuse�disease�in�
the whole gland.40-42� This� difference� in� the� anatomic� location� of�
the�disease�not�only�impacts�the�symptoms�(eg,�pain),�but�also�the�
surgical treatment strategy. Furthermore, obstruction of the pan-
creatic duct by, for example, stones or an inflammatory mass in the 
pancreatic head seems to be the maintaining factor with regard to 
the�severe�pain�of�CP�patients.43�Animal�models�with�similar�ana-
tomic-mechanic�drivers�of�disease,�such�as�the�duct-ligation�model�
of�CP,44�or�similarly�unilocular,�rather�than�multilocular,�disease�(as�
seen�in�human�PCa�and�as�recently�also�reproduced�in�murine�“re-
sectable”�genetic�PCa45)�may�thus�provide�further�clues�with�poten-
tially higher relevance for human disease.

Our� present� study� implies� a� quite� homogeneous� distribu-
tion�of�VIPergic�nerve� fibers� in� the� three�main�pancreatic� regions.�
Furthermore,� it� seems� that� the� loss� of�VIPergic� fibers� in� the� pan-
creas�is�accompanied�by�an�increase�of�nitrergic,�that�is,�nNOS-con-
taining�nerve�fibers�in�the�pancreatic�head�and�corpus.�Considering�
the recently discovered, potentially key role of nitrergic fibers in 
CP-associated� pain,10 we hereby underline the importance of the 
anatomic�region�of�the�pancreas�when�analyzing�the�nitrergic�inner-
vation in the mouse pancreas.

The� current� study� certainly� harbors� also� some� limitations.�
Importantly, the deduced conclusions relate to our observations on 
nerve “trunks”, thereby possibly omitting the distribution of small 
fiber� networks,� intrinsic,� peri-islet� neurons,� and� intrapancreatic�
ganglia that are inherently present in the human and mouse pan-
creas.9,46,47�Second,�we�currently�have�no�quantitative� information�
related to differences in the 3D structure of nerve trunks and how 
they� transverse� into� and� through� the� pancreas.� Therefore,� future�
studies should increasingly apply 3D reconstruction and imaging 
technologies8,9 for comparative analyses on human and mouse pan-
creas.�Third,�we�limited�our�study�to�the�analysis�of�neuropeptides�
like�VIP,�SP,�CGRP,�and�nNOS�with�regard�to�sensation�and�pain,�yet�
these analyses can certainly be expanded to include further neuro-
nal�subgroups,� including�TRPV1-,�PACAP,�5-HT,�TRPA1-�or�TRPV4-
containing fiber subclasses.48,49

In�conclusion,�the�present�study�provided�a�detailed�quantitative�
illustration of the innervation and nociceptive fiber distribution in the 
mouse pancreas. Importantly, intrapancreatic nerves in mice appear 
as�clusters�of�numerous�small-to-large�nerve�trunks�around�two�spe-
cial niches, that is, the “perivascular” and “intrapancreatic perilym-
phoid”�areas.�Therefore,�mouse�intrapancreatic�nerves�exhibit�major�
morphological differences when compared to human intrapancreatic 

nerves�and�are�very�difficult�to�analyze�within�efforts�of�murine�mod-
elling�of�human�pancreatic�disease�(Table�2).�However,�mouse�mod-
els will certainly continue to be of major benefit for understanding 
the molecular, genetic, and cellular repertoire of pancreatic diseases 
during�their�development�and�progression.�Still,�a�one-to-one�transfer�
of�conclusions�from�anatomic-histological�observations�in�the�mouse�
model to human disease should be avoided. In addition to calling at-
tention to these major differences, we also hope that these obser-
vations will serve as a guide for researchers who study the role of 
innervation in pancreatic disease generation and progression.
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